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Government of Karnataka
Department of Technical Education

Board of Technical Examinations, Bengaluru

Pre-requisites: 

Engineering Mathematics-I, in First Semester Diploma curriculum.

Course Objectives:  

1. Apply the concept of straight line and conic section in engineering field. 
2. Determine derivatives of functions involving two variables.
3. Apply the concepts of differentiation in physics and engineering courses.
4. Evaluate the integrals of functions of two variables.
5. Apply the concepts of definite integrals and its application over a region.
6. Solve the ODE of first degree, first order in engineering field.

Course Contents:

Topic and Contents Hours Marks
Unit-1: COORDINATE GEOMETRY 08hr 23

a. Straight lines:
Different forms of equations of straight lines:

y = mx + c, 

y − yଵ = m(x − xଵ),

y − yଵ = ቀ୷మି୷భ୶మି୶భቁ (x− xଵ). 

General equation of a lineax + by + c = o (graphical representation 

and statements) and problems on above equations. Equation of lines 

through a point and parallel or perpendicular to a given line. Problems. 

b. Conic Section: 

Definition of conic section. Definition of axis, vertex, eccentricity, 

focus and length of latus rectum. Geometrical representation of 

parabola, ellipse and hyperbola:

Equations of parabolayଶ = 4ax, 

04 hr

04hr

Course Title: ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS – II Course Code : 15SC02M
Semester : II Course Group : Core
Teaching Scheme (L:T:P) : 4:0:0(in hours) Credits : 4 Credits
Type of course : Lecture + Assignments Total Contact Hours : 52
CIE : 25 Marks SEE : 100 Marks
Programmes: Common to all Engineering Diploma Programmes
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Equation of ellipse 
୶మ
ୟమ + ୷మ

ୠమ = 1and 

Equation of hyperbola 
୶మ
ୟమ − ୷మ

ୠమ = 1(without proof of above 3 

equations). Equations of parabola, ellipse and hyperbola with respect 

to x-axis as axis of  conic.

Finding axes, vertices, eccentricity, foci and length of lattice rectum of 

conics. Problems on finding the above said equations with direct 

substitution.

UNIT – 2: DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS 15hr 39

Differentiation.
Definition of increment and increment ratio. Definition of derivative of 

a function. 

Derivatives of functions ofx୬, sin x, cos xand tan xwith respect to ‘x’ 

from first principle method. List of standard derivatives of 

cosecx, secx, cotx, logୣ x, a୶, e୶......etc.

Rules of differentiation: Sum, product, quotient rule and problems on 

rules. Derivatives of function of a function (Chain rule) and problems. 

Inverse trigonometric functions and their derivatives.

Derivative of Hyperbolic functions, Implicit functions, Parametric 

functions and problems. 

Logarithmic differentiation of functions of the type u୴,where u and v 

are functions of x.Problems. 

Successive differentiation up to second order and problems on all the 

above types of functions.

UNIT – 3: APPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENTIATION. 07hr 17
Geometrical meaning of derivative. Derivative as slope. Equations of 

tangent and normal to the curve y = f(x) at a given point- (statement 

only). Derivative as a rate measure i.e.to find the rate of change of 

displacement, velocity, radius, area, volume using differentiation.

Definition of increasing and decreasing function. Maxima and minima 

of a function.

UNIT-4: INTEGRAL CALCULUS. 12hr 30

Definition of Integration. List of standard integrals. Rules of integration 

(only statement)

problems. Integration by substitution method. Problems. 

Standard integrals of the type

{ }Ú Ú Ú ÚÚ ±=±= g(x)dxf(x)dxdxg(x)f(x)2..)()(.1 dxxfkdxxkf
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and problems on above results Integration by parts of the type∫ x୬e୶dx
,∫ xsinxdx,∫ xcosxdx,∫ xlogxdx , ∫ logxdx,∫ tanିଵ x dx, ∫ x sinଶ x dx ,∫ x cosଶ x dxwhere n=1, 2. Rule of integration by parts. Problems

UNIT – 5: DEFINITE INTEGRALS AND ITS APPLICATIONS 05 hr 22

Definition of Definite integral. Problems on all types of integration 
methods. 
Area, volume, centres of gravity and moment of inertia by integration 
method. Simple problems.

UNIT – 6: DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 05 hr 14
Definition, example, order and degree of differential equation with 
examples. Formation of differential equation by eliminating arbitrary 
constants up to second order. Solution of O. D. E of first degree and 
first order by variable separable method. Linear differential equations 
and its solution using integrating factor.

Total 52 145

Course Delivery:

The Course will be delivered through lectures, class room interaction, exercises, assignments
and self-study cases.
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Course outcome: 

On successful completion of the course, the student will be able to:
1. Formulate the equation of straight lines and conic sections in different forms.
2. Determine the derivatives of different types of functions.
3. Evaluate the successive derivative of functions and its application in tangent, normal, rate 

measure, maxima and minima.
4. Evaluate the integrations of algebraic, trigonometric and exponential function.
5. Calculate the area under the curve, volume by revolution, centre of gravity and radius of 

gyration using definite integration.

6. Form and solve ordinary differential equations by variable separable method and linear 
differential equations.

Mapping Course Outcomes with Program Outcomes:

CO Course Outcome PO
Mapped

Cognitive
Level

Theory
Sessions

Allotted 
marks on 
cognitive 

levels
TOTAL

R U A

CO1 Formulate the equation of straight 
lines and conic sections in different 
forms.

1,2,3,10 R/U/A
08 6 5 12 23

CO2 Determine the derivatives of different 
types of functions.

1,2,3,10 R/U/A
15 12 15 12 39

CO3 Evaluate the successive derivative of 
functions and its application in 
tangent, normal, rate measure, 
maxima and minima.

1,2,3,10 R/U/A

07 6 5 6 17

CO4 Evaluate the integrations of algebraic, 
trigonometric and exponential 
function

1,2,3,10 R/U/A
12 9 15 6 30

CO5 Calculate the area under the curve, 
volume by revolution, centre of 
gravity and radius of gyration using 
definite integration

1,2,3,10 R/U/A

05 6 10 6 22

CO6 Form and solve ordinary differential 
equations by variable separable 
method and linear differential 
equations.

1,2,3,10 R/U/A

05 3 5 6 14

Total Hours of
instruction

52 Total 
marks

145

R-Remember; U-Understanding; A-Application
Course outcomes –Program outcomes mapping strength

Course Programme Outcomes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Engineering 
Maths-II

3 3 3 - - - - - - 3

Level 3- Highly Addressed, Level 2-Moderately Addressed, Level 1-Low Addressed.
Method is to relate the level of PO with the number of hours devoted to the COs which address the given PO.
If >40% of classroom sessions addressing a particular PO, it is considered that PO is addressed at Level 3 
If 25 to 40% of classroom sessions addressing a particular PO, it is considered that PO is addressed at Level 2 
If 5 to 25% of classroom sessions addressing a particular PO, it is considered that PO is addressed at Level 1 
If < 5% of classroom sessions addressing a particular PO, it is considered that PO is considered not-addressed.
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Reference Books:

1. NCERT Mathematics Text books of class XI and XII.
2. Higher Engineering Mathematics by B.S Grewal, Khanna publishers, New Delhi. 
3. Karnataka State PUC mathematics Text Books of I & II PUC by H.K. Dass and Dr. 

Ramaverma published by S.Chand & Co.Pvt. ltd.
4. CBSE Class Xi & XII by Khattar & Khattar published PHI Learning Pvt. ltd.,
5. First and Second PUC mathematics Text Books of different authors. 
6. E-books:www.mathebook.net
7. www.freebookcentre.net/mathematics/  introductory-mathematics -books.html

Course Assessment and Evaluation:

Method What To 
whom

When/where
(Frequency in 

the course)

Max 
Marks

Evidence
collected

Contributing 
to course 
outcomes

D
IR

E
C

T
 A

S
S

M
E

N
T

*CIE

Internal 
Assessment

Tests

Student

Three tests
(Average of

Three tests to be 
computed).

20 Blue books 1 to 6

Assignment
s

Two 
Assignments 

based on CO’s
(Average marks of 
Two Assignments 
shall be rounded 
off to the next 
higher digit.)

5 Log of record
1 to 6

Total 25

*SEE

Semester 
End

Examinatio
n

End of the 
course

100
Answer 
scripts at 

BTE
1 to 6

IN
D

IR
E

C
T

 
A

S
S

E
SS

M
E

N
T

Student feedback

Student

Middle of the 
course

-NA-

Feedback
forms

1 to 3, 
delivery

of the course

End of Course 
survey

End of course Questionnaire

1 to 6,
Effectiveness
of delivery of
instructions

and
assessment

methods
*CIE – Continuous Internal Evaluation    *SEE – Semester End Examination
Note: I.A. test shall be conducted for 20 marks. Average marks of three tests shall be rounded off 
to the next higher digit.
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Composition of Educational Components:

Questions for CIE and SEE will be designed to evaluate the various educational components 
(Bloom’s taxonomy) such as:

Sl. 
No.

Educational Component
Weightage   

(%)
1 Remembering 31

2 Understanding 41

3 Applying the knowledge acquired from the course 25

Analysis Evaluation 3

FORMAT OF I A TEST QUESTION PAPER (CIE)

Test/Date and Time Semester/year Course/Course Code Max Marks

Ex: I test/6 th weak of 
sem  10-11 Am

I/II SEM
ENGINEERING 

MATHEMATICS –II 

20

Year:
Course code: 15SC02M

Name of Course coordinator  :                                                                                         Units:__ CO’s:____

Question 
no

Question MARKS CL CO PO

1
2
3
4
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Model Question Paper:
Code: 15SC02M

II Semester Diploma Examination

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS –II 
(For All Engineering Diploma Programmes)

Time: 3 Hours][Max. Marks: 100

NOTE: i)Answer any 10 questions from section A, 8 questions from section B and 5 questions from 
section-C

ii) Each question carries 3 marks in section A.
ii) Each question carries 5 marks in section B.                                   

iii) Each question carries 6 marks in section C.

SECTION-A

1. Find the equation of the line passing through the point (2,-3) with slope 1/3.
2. Find the equation of parabola with vertex (2,0) and focus (5,0)
3. Differentiate:  (3x + 8) with respect to x.

4. If y = cosିଵ x show that  
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ = ିଵ

√ଵି୶మ .                                                

5. If  y = x୶, find 
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ .                                                                                          

6. If y = ଵାୱ୧୬୶
ଵିୱ୧୬୶ find 

ୢ୷
ୢ୶ .

7. Find the equation to the tangent to the curve 2xଷ + 5y − 4 = 0 at (-2,4).
8. The volume of the sphere is increasing at the rate of 6cc/sec. Find the rate of

change of radius when the radius is 3 cm.
9. Integrate: (2x + 1)(x + 5) with respect to x
10. Evaluate: ∫ tanଶ xdx
11. Evaluate: ∫ ୡ୭ୱ୶

ଵାୱ୧୬୶dx
12. Evaluate: ∫ (secଶx + 1)dx ସൗ .

13. Find area bounded by the line x + 2y = 0 , x- axis, and ordinates x = 0, andx = 4 by 
integration.

14. Form differential equation for curve  yଶ = 4ax
SECTION – B

1. Find the equation of line passing through the point (2,5) and (-3,2).

2. Differentiate √x + logx + sinିଵ x + e୲ୟ୬୶ − a୶ with respect to x.
3. Differentiate tan x with respect to x using first principal method.

4. If y = sinh 3x cosh 2x then find  
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ .

5. If S = tଷ − tଶ + 9t + 8, where S is distance travelled by particle in t seconds. Find the 
velocity and acceleration at t = 2 sec.

6. Integrate: 
ଵ
୶ − tanx + eିଷ୶ + ଵ

ଵା୶మ + 5 with respect to x.

7. Evaluate:∫ (ଵା୪୭୶)మ
୶ dx

8. Evaluate: ∫ xsinxdx
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9. Evaluate: ∫ cos 5x cos 3x dx ଶൗ
10. Evaluate: ∫ cosଷ x ଶൗ dx
11. Solve the differential equation  sinଶydx− cosଶxdy =0

SECTION – C

1. Find the equation of median through B in a triangle with vertices A(-1 ,3), B(-3, 5)          and 
C(7,-9)

2. Find the equation of hyperbola, given that vertices are (±7, 0) and eccentricity, е=4/3 

3. If x୷ = a୶ , show that 
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ = ୶ ୪୭ ୟି୷୶ ୪୭ ୶ .

4. If y = e୲ୟ୬షభ ୶ then show that (1 + xଶ) ୢమ୷ୢ୶మ + (2x− 1) ୢ୷
ୢ୶ = 0.

5. Find the maximum and minimum values of the function           f(x) = 2xଷ − 21xଶ + 36x − 20.
6. Evaluate: ∫ tanିଵ x dx
7. Find the volume of solid generated by revolving the curve                            

y = √xଶ + 5x between x=1 & x=2.

8. Solve the differential equation x ୢ୷
ୢ୶ − 2y = 2x

*******************************************
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Question Paper Blue Print:

Course: ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS – II Course Code: 15SC02M

UNIT NO HOURS

Each questions to be

set for 3 Marks

Section - A

Each questions to be

set for 5 Marks

Section - B

Each questions to be

set for 6 Marks
Section- C

Weightage of Marks

1 a 4 01 01 01
23

b 4 01 -- 01

2 15 04 03 02 39

3 07 02 01 01 17

4 12 03 03 01 30

5 05 02 02 01 22

6 05 01 01 01 14

TOTAL 52 14 11 08 145

Questions to be 
answered

10 08 05 100
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Guidelines to Question Paper Setting:

1. The question paper must be prepared based on the blue print without changing the weight 
age of model fixed for each unit.

2. The question paper pattern provided should be adhered to
Section-A: 10 questions to be answered out of 14 questions each carrying 03 marks.
Section-B: 08 questions to be answered out of 11 questions each carrying 05 marks.
Section-C: 05 questions to be answered out of 08 questions each carrying 06 marks.

3. Questions should not be set from the recapitulation topics. 

Model Question Bank:

UNIT-1: STRAIGHT LINES AND CONIC SECTION:

3 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Find the equation of the straight line passing through (2,3) and having slope 5.
2. Find the slope and x-intercept and y-intercepts of the line 2x + 3y − 11 = 0.
3. Find the vertex and focus of the parabola (y− 2)ଶ = 8x.
4. Show that the lines 3x-2y+2=0,  2x+3y+7=0 are perpendicular.

5. Find the eccentricity of the ellipse 
୶మ
ସ + ୷మ

ଽ = 1
5 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Find the equation to the line passing through the point (6,-4) and perpendicular to the 
line 7x-6y+3=0.

2. Find the equation to the line passing through the point (2,3) parallel to the line 
joining the points (-8,-6) & (2,-4).

3. Find the equation of straight line inclined at 135o to the x-axis having y-intercept 2/3.
4. Find the equation of straight line joining the points (2,3) & (-4,6).5. Find the equation of the line passes through (-3,-2) which is perpendicular to x-axis. 

6 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Find the equation to the median of the triangle through the vertex A with vertices A(-
1,3), B(-3,5) &C(7,-9).

2. The vertices of a quadrilateral taken in order are A(1,2), B(2,1),C(3,4) & D(-1,-2). 
Find the equation to the diagonal BD.

Course Title: ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS – II Course Code:   15SC02M
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3. Obtain the equation of the hyperbola in the form 
୶మ
ୟమ + ୷మ

ୠమ = 1,  whose eccentricity is 8 

and distance between the foci is 12.
4. Find the equation of the ellipse with length of major axis is 8 and minor axis is 3.
5. Find the equation to the line passing through point (3,-2) and perpendicular to the line joining 

points (5,2) &(7,-6).

UNIT-2:  DIFFERENTIATION:

3 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Find  
ୢ୷
ୢ୶, if  y = 2xଶ − 3x + 1.

2. Differentiate   xtanx with respect to x.

3. Find  
ୢ୷
ୢ୶, if  xଶ + yଶ = 25

4. Find  
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ if  x = ct, y = ୡ

୲,
5. Ify = 4ax, find ୢమ୷

ୢ୶మ .
5 MARK QUESTIONS:

1. Differentiate the function x୬by method of first principle.

2. Find  
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ if  y = 6xଷ − 3 cos x + 4 cot x + 2eି୶ − ହ

୶.
3. Find 

ୢ୷
ୢ୶ if   y = ୡ୭ୱ୶ାୱ୧୬୶

ୡ୭ୱ୶ିୱ୧୬୶
4. Find 

ୢ୷
ୢ୶ if   y = (cosx)ୱ୧୬୶

5. If   y = tanିଵ x, provethat (1 + xଶ)yଶ + 2xyଵ = 0
6 MARK QUESTIONS:

1. Find  
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ if y = ୶୪୭୶

ଵାୱ୧୬୶
2. Find  

ୢ୷
ୢ୶ if x = a cosଷ θ , y = a sinଷ θ at θ = π 4ൗ .

3. Find  
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ if y = x୶౮౮౮...∞

.

4. Ify = tanିଵ ቀଵା୶ଵି୶ቁ , find ୢ୷
ୢ୶. 

5. If y = e୫ୱ୧୬షభ ୶, provethat(1 − xଶ)yଶ − xyଵ − mଶy = 0
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UNIT-3 APPLICATIONS OF DIFFERENTIATION

3 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Find the slope of the tangent to the curve xଶ + 2yଶ = 9 at a point (1, 2) on it. 
2. Find the slope of the normal to the curve y = 2 − 3x + xଶ at (1, 0).
3. The law of motion of a moving particle is S = 5tଶ + 6t + 3 where ‘S’ is the 

distance in metres and ‘t’ time in seconds. Find the velocity when t=2.
4. Find the rate of change of area of a circle with respect to its radius.
5. Show that the curve 2xଷ − y = 0 is increasing at the point (1, 2).

5 MARK QUESTIONS

1. For a moving body vertically upwards, the equation of motion is given by  S =98t − 4.9tଶ . When does the velocity vanish?
2. Find the equation to the tangent to the curve y = 2xଶ − 3x− 1 at (1,-2).
3. A circular patch of oil spreads on water and increases its area at the rate of 2 

sq.cm/min. find the rate of change of radius when radius when radius is 4 cm.
4. The volume of the spherical ball is increasing at the rate of 36π cc/sec. Find the 

rate at which the radius is increasing. When the radius of the ball is 2cm.
5. Find the max value of the function y = xଷ − 3x + 4.

6 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Find the max & min values of the function y = xହ − 5xସ + 5xଷ − 1.

2. Find the equation of normal to the curve y = xଶ + 2x + 1 at (1,1).

3. If S is the equation of motion where S = tଷ − 2tଶ find its acceleration when 
velocity is 0. 

4. The volume of sphere is increasing at 3c.c per second. Find the rate of increase of 
the radius, when the radius is 2cm.

5. Water  is flowing into a right circular cylindrical tank of radius 50 cms at the rate 
of 500π cc/min. Find how fast is the level of water going up.

UNIT-4: INTEGRATION

3 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate:∫(xଶ + x + 1) dx.

2. Evaluate:∫ cotଶ x dx
3. Evaluate:∫ eହ୶ା଼ dx
4. Evaluate: ∫ ଵ

ଶ୶ାହ dx
5. Evaluate:∫ sinହ x cos x dx
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5 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate∫ ቀxସ − ଵ
୶ + cosecଶx − eିଶ୶ + cos xቁ dx.

2. Evaluate: ∫ cosଷ x dx
3. Evaluate:∫ sin 6x cos 2x dx
4. Evaluate:∫ log x dx
5. Evaluate:∫ ൫୲ୟ୬షభ ୶൯య

ଵା୶మ dx
6 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate: ∫(tanx + cotx)ଶdx.

2. Evaluate:∫(x + 1)(x − 2)(x − 3)dx
3. Evaluate:  ∫ xଶ cos x dx
4. Prove that c

a

x

aax

dx
+˜
¯
ˆ

Á
Ë
Ê=

+
-Ú 1

22
tan

1

5. Evaluate:∫ ଵ
ଽୱ୧୬మ ୶ାସୡ୭ୱమ ୶ dx

UNIT-5: DEFINITE INTEGRATION AND ITS APPLICAITON.

3 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate:  ∫ (2x + 1)ଷ
ଶ dx.

2. Evaluate:  ∫ secଶ xπ ସ⁄ dx.

3. Evaluate:∫ e୶ଶ dx
4. Evaluate:  ∫ ൫ୱ୧୬షభ ୶൯మ

√ଵି୶మ
ଵ dx.

5. Evaluate:  ∫ cos xπ ଶ⁄ dx.

5 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate:  ∫ sin 3x cos xπ ଶ⁄ dx.

2. Evaluate:  ∫ ୡ୭ୱ୶
ଵାୱ୧୬మ ୶

π dx.

3. Evaluate:  ∫ x(x − 1)(x− 2)ଵ dx.

4. Find the area bounded by the curve y = xଶ + 1 the x-axis and ordinatesx =1 , x = 3.
5. Find the volume of the solid generated by the revolving of the curve yଶ = xଶ + 5x

between the ordinates x=1, x=2 about x-axis.
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6 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate:  ∫ ୡ୭ୱ(୲ୟ୬షభ ୶)
ଵା୶మ

ଵ dx.

2. Find the area between the curves y = xଶ + 5 and y = 2xଶ + 1.

3. Find the volume of ellipsoid generated by revolving 
୶మ
ୟమ + ୷మ

ୠమ = 1 between the 

ordinates x = ±a about x-axis.
4. Find the centre of gravity of a solid hemisphere.
5. Determine the moment of inertia of a uniform rod of length 2l,

Cross-sectional area “a” about an axis perpendicular to the rod and passing 
through the mid-point of the rod.

UNIT-6: INTEGRATION

3 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Write the order and degree of the differential equationቀୢ୷ୢ୶ቁ଼ + 3 ୢమ୷
ୢ୶మ − ye୶ = 0.

2. Form the differential equation by eliminating arbitrary constants in y = m eଶ୶.
3. Solve xdx + ydy = 0 .

4. Solve 
ୢ୷

ଵା୷మ = ୢ୶
ଵା୶మ .

5. Solve e୶dx + dy = 0 .

5 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Form the differential equation by eliminating arbitrary constants A and B iny =Ae୶ + Beି୶.
2. Form the differential equation by eliminating arbitrary constants iny =a cos mx + b sin mx.
3. Solve (1 + y)dx + (1 + x)dy = 0 .

4. Solve
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ + 3y = eଶ୶.

5. Solve  
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ + y tan x = cos x

6 MARK QUESTIONS

1. Solve x(1 + yଶ)dx + y(1 + xଶ)dy = 0 .

2. Solve secଶ x tan y dx + secଶ y tan x dy = 0 .

3. Solve x ୢ୷
ୢ୶ + y = xଷ

4. Solve
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ + 3y = eଶ୶.

5. Solve 
ୢ୷
ୢ୶ + 2y cot x + sin 2x = 0
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Government of Karnataka
Department of Technical Education, Bengaluru

Course: ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS - II
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